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It is that pure mineral, naturally crystallized, offered by mother nature
for magical purposes and creations..

It is that precious piece, named as the purest and most beautiful 
gemstone since long before the beginning of recorded history.

It is that Diamond, which has captivated hearts and sights since.



No wonder why it was looked-at highly, and treated delicately- to be 
crowned as a !ne jewel, worn since the early times by kings and queens
… and yet till the day, by women and men with soul and attitude of a 
king and a queen.

Then erupts another exquisite element from earth, It is that solid and 
attractive, highly sought-after precious metal,
It sparkles by its magically natural royal color.

It is that Gold, destined to bond with that crystallized oval- the
diamond creating a unique masterpiece, every time they unite.



That is how jewel creation happened, conceived by a jeweler with a 
taste,yet more than that: a vision.

For what is art without a vision, and what is substance without a story…

Jewels are pieces conceived in thoughts before they reach to be 
handcrafted.

Sometimes they’re shapes, some other times shadows, but every 
time,every piece tells a story…



The story is dreamt of, then sketched beyond no boundary, the drive is 
a vision, and a passion.

And after the story is paper sketched, comes the artist’s handcraft 
ability to transform what arose as a wild vision- into !ne shape, special, 
delicate, it simply speaks to the heart.



What links the fantasy to the !nal outcome is an adventure of the senses,
but where would senses carry us if not driven with an act?

Wassim Houchaimy understood this relationship with the !ne pieces, this 
lead him to becoming today the engine behind jewels conceptualization
and making.



His Beirut-based workshop is equipped with latest 3d drawing
equipment, whereby the paper sketch is transformed into a virtual form, 
and later shaped into a concrete material through a high-end laser 
machine; the latter permits a clean and sharp outline, giving each piece 
the substance it is worthy of.



Wassim Houchaimy has always been fond of creating, creation sparkles 
in his head !rst, like a jewel, to become a !ne jewel.

The high end technology he acquires, as well as his rich journey of 
experience and know-how, place him today as a model role in the “art 
of creating”.

Today, Houchaimy jewelry, comprised of passi



Today, Houchaimy jewelry, comprised of passionate designers and 
goldsmiths, tailors !ne pieces to high-end local and regional names in 
the industry of jewelry.

Houchaimy Jewelry, a workshop that sparkled with an idea, with a story, 
it precedes innovation and paves the way to jewelry making.
And the story continues…
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